Introduction
This work deals with modeling and simulation of PV system which can be connected to the distribution power network. It means photovoltaic array. I try to draw up a specification of PV array problems because these sources have certain specific features, that are given by their characters. I give a attention to the characteristics of PV cells that influence the reliability and quality of the power supply. I also deal with these behaviour of PV array in the distribution grid, their possible influence on a voltage regulation, influence of their power variation on voltage waveform at the point of connection and also an examination of different variants of PV array connection.
Mathematical model of PV cell
We can substitute PV cell by equivalent electric circuit where is included a power supply and a diode. The power supply produce the current Iph which depends on impinging radiation. Through diode flows the current ID. The current I which flows to load is difference between Iph and ID and it is reduced by the resistance RS which represents resistance of cell and connection among cells. The cell has a constant current while the voltage go up until specific value and after that current go down steeply to zero -diode is opening, ID goes up. It is shown in Fig 2. If we connect a resistive load R to cell then working point of cell will be on crossing point voltampere characteristic of cell and load characteristic. Voltampere characteristic of load is a straight line with slope 1/R. If value of R is too low, the working point is in area between M and N where cell behaves like constant current source. It is more or less short curcuit current. But if value of R is high, the working point is in area between P and S where cell behaves like constant voltage source. It means about a open circuit voltage. 
Conclusion
Solar cells in PV array work only in part of voltampere characteristic near working point where is maximum voltage and maximum current. We assume that photovoltaic system works most of time with maximum efficiency. It means that for modeling of PV cell we should use constants for specific kind of cell near working point.
